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“We guarantee an excellent college experience for any and all who attend the University of English Accents. With exceptional professors, a wide range of enticing courses, superb social events, and an abundance of unique and creative programs, this is a sure fire school to look into!”
WHAT IS THERE TO KNOW ABOUT THIS UNIVERSITY?

Location: London, United Kingdom

Name: The University of English Accents

Established in: 1876.

History Behind the Name: It was the first school built in England. It symbolized the expansion and beauty of the English language.

School population and information: 20,000 students yearly; small classroom environment with an average of 20-30 students per class. There is great diversity here. Provides both a Bachelor’s Degree and a Master’s Degree.

“This is considered to be our ideal university. Our presentation will demonstrate what we believe to be an ideal college. So check out our project and we hope you enjoy the ride! Questions are greatly appreciated and encouraged.”
CAMPUS LAYOUT: NO ROADS!

What are the benefits?
• Better safety for students
• Better sense of unity
• Less distractions and pollution
• Less accidents
• Less parking tickets!

Where would students and faculty park?
• In nearby parking lots located around the border of campus.

Questions?
CAMPUS DINING

How exactly?
• More restaurants on campus
• Fast food stations within and near Valsetz
• More vending machine variety

Why?
• Better variety of food
• Healthier food choices
• More appeal to WOU
• Better student satisfaction
JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

What would we be changing?
Punishment for Off-Campus Drinking

Why?
• Less tendencies for students to try and go far away from campus to drink
• Less student drop outs
• More student independence

How?
• Only punish students caught drinking and smoking on-campus
Online Grade book

What are the benefits?

• Easier access
• Online syllabus
• Better success for students
• Better convenience for professors
CAMPUS CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND SUPPORT SERVICES

Getting Off-Campus Students More Involved

How?
• E-mail
• Advertisements
• School newspaper
• Online schedule

Why?
• Increased social connections
• More resume references
• Better campus unity
HEALTH EDUCATION AND SERVICES

Full Health Coverage
What does this mean exactly?

• Full medical coverage
  • Equal Credit Coverage
  • Prescription drug coverage
  • No after fees
  • ER, surgical expenses, inpatient hospital room and board, etc.

Why?
• Expense for students